Town of Brookhaven
Industrial Development Agency
SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA

Monday, June 26, 2023 at 4:00 P.M.

1. ROLL CALL

2. APPLICATIONS

   Ronk Hub Subtenant – VESPA
   Ronk Hub Subtenant – Bethpage Federal Credit Union
   Ronk Hub Subtenant – Great South Bay Brewery

3. RESOLUTIONS

   American Organic Energy
   GGV Grove Apartments, LLC
   Ronk Hub Subtenant – VESPA
   Ronk Hub Subtenant – Bethpage Federal Credit Union
   Ronk Hub Subtenant – Great South Bay Brewery

4. CEO’S REPORT

   Macedo Construction

5. EXECUTIVE SESSION

The next IDA meeting is scheduled for July 19, 2023 at 8:00 A.M.